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Introduction
by Tyler Dunning

The sinews stretched against the knife, fighting to keep the pieces connected to the whole, only to eventually 

sever with the pressure of  the blade. And as we cut deeper, moving from muscle to organ, I noticed the heat 

still radiating from the freshly deceased. I was younger then, but I still remember the ephemeral expanse of  

perfection: the endless white of  an untouched winter. I still remember the kickback of  the rifle.

I do not remember the pursuit. I do not remember the shift from life into death. But there was a heart 

found within the beast, that as a child, I was told represented love and courage. So I held courage close to my 

own heart as our path of  destruction ceased at a seeping sea of  red, endless white now interrupted.

Once the chest cavity was empty I was shown the pool of  blood collected in the void, a fountain of  

youth and sorrow. We dipped our hands in the crimson cascade—newly found warmth in the height of  

winter—only to be confronted by The Kill slowly raising its head.

I retracted my hands, now covered in a film of  shame. My father, he did not. He only stared the animal 

in the eyes and said, “I’m sorry . . . but I just don’t think of  you that way.”

“I know,” The Kill replied. “I just needed to hear you say it.”

I remember a carcass was later strung up in the garage. I do not remember going hungry.
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The Barnyard Blues
by Natalie Blanton
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Cuss Boots and the Yellow Barn

The fence posts were strung together by tetanus-laced chicken wire. Atop each of  them was an upside-

down cowboy boot, described as the “cuss boots.” The soles of  which had been etched with such welcoming 

sentiments as “fucker,” “fag,” and “asshole” all the way down the drive. My twelve-year-old self  was in the 

back of  a pickup truck with four other pre-teen-aged, hyper-giggly girls. We were en route to one of  their 

father’s cattle barns to play hide-and-go-seek as a slumber party festivity—an odd, rural Utah-flavored activity.

 The boots were only a minimally offensive afterthought to the excitement I felt seeing hundreds of  

cows all riled up by our arrival (that truck meant dinner for them). As it came to an abrupt stop, we jumped 

over the sides and ran into this massive sickly yellow stock house.

 The game began with the “it” person covering her eyes and counting as we scrambled for the most 

secretive and clever spots. I, being abnormally tall for my age (then and now), began mountaineering up the 

half-ton bales of  hay that lined the edge of  the barn. Once I had reached this forty-foot summit, I lay flat to 

become undiscoverable.

 Waiting, I heard my friend’s dad calling for assistance from the other agriculturally inclined men that 

were working in the cattle stockyard surrounding the barn. I shimmied to the edge of  my current perch, to see 

the other side of  the bale-mountain.

 There, the dad and his colleagues—they all looked alike, in matching Wranglers, boots, cowboy hats, 

etc.—were all standing around a cow with a lame leg. They spoke softly and almost reverently about how “she 

wouldn’t make it to auction like this.” It was then that I noticed another man coming back from the very vessel 

that had brought us there—with a rifle.

 My stomach dropped and my fingers dug into the straw. It all happened so fast, as the man put the rifle, 

point blank, between the cow’s eyes.

 I screamed.

 He pulled the trigger.

 The building shook.

 And the cow, with eyes wide open, began to crumble as her life withered away.

 I didn’t know I was audibly sobbing until the father of  my friend looked up, realizing that I had 

witnessed this horrific scene. I shivered and whimpered: “You are a murderer.” He mouthed: “I am sorry.”
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That execution changed me. But it was only one. Every second, of  every day, three thousand animals die in 

slaughterhouses around the world—that’s forty-two million cows each year in the U.S. alone. Each “hamburger,” 

(or pieces of  these cows’ flesh) takes twelve hundred gallons of  water to produce; one gallon of  milk takes 

fifteen hundred gallons of  water. And isn’t America all ruffled and panicked about a drought?

 That is all to say, I witnessed one murder. Three thousand happen every second. Every single day.

I jumped off  of  the hay bales, one by one, back to the shit-splattered earth and began to run. I passed one of  

my friends in her hiding spot, just outside of  the barn doors, tears streaming down my cheeks as she asked 

what had happened.

 I ran past each of  the obscene boots, thinking those evil and heavy words must apply directly to the 

men that just pulled the trigger. All of  the men involved. All of  them were, indeed, fuckers from that point on.

 I got to the end of  the drive, only to turn around and see that ghastly yellow structure, so quiet 

and unassuming—with its complete and utter lack of  windows or transparency. It was then that I had the 

realization of  why those boots seemed to scream, stay away, beware, and enter at your own risk.
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Doe Eyes

Coasting home on my bike, I was tired and sun sick from the mountain climbs. My rims were cyclically whirling 

with my racing mind—I went biking to forget the woes of  the world for a moment—but as my pace slowed, 

reality came back with a vengeance. I was fifty yards from my driveway when I noticed a mass in the middle 

of  the road—perfectly bisected by the double yellow lines. It began to shift. I noticed one fragile, hoofed leg; 

a long, graceful neck; and huge, swiveling ears. All covered in blood.

 I connected first with her wild, unfocused doe eyes—the whites of  which were exposing her distress. I 

dropped my bike and, without looking either way, ran to be with her. Another mule deer victim of  development. 

She had been hit from the side, her head and shoulder brutally bashed in by an automobile. Hit and run.

 Having done much of  my coming-of-age years in rural Utah, dead deer were a dime a dozen. Either 

as road kill or strung-up corpse-trophies in the front yard of  many-a-hunters’ homes come autumn. Each one 

was jarring and painful to witness. But, there is something to be said about sharing in the moment of  another 

being’s immediate suffering and eventual death. And not being able to do a fucking thing about it.

 There are laws, particularly in rural or mountainous states, that you cannot touch or handle a deer—no 

matter the circumstance—due to Lyme disease, ticks, or something to that effect. Even the smallest tweak 

in the ankle warrants an officer being called to the scene and shooting the deer. No questions asked. No 

alternatives.

 This particular female, with her crushed eye socket and exposed brain tissue, slowed her flailing as I 

approached. She was quiet and breathing heavy. I got my arms under her and used all of  my shaking muscles 

to pull her to the side of  the road. It was there that I lay down with her, both of  us covered in her blood. Her 

eyes were rolling around like a doll’s and she kept swinging her neck around, trying to pull herself  up with the 

bones that remained intact. Her skull, in pieces, found my lap and the warmth there, and she let out a huge 

sigh. Blood pulsed out of  her nostrils and mouth, dripping down my thighs. We stayed there for hours.

 I stroked her weathered fur and spoke to her about what was to come. I apologized, deeply and 

sincerely, for my species. For the asphalt that continues to infect and drown her meadows and wild spaces. For 

the cars that break those spindly legs and drive off, with nothing but a scratch on their new paint job. For the 

drivers, that speed off, emotionally unscathed, after a collision such as this. For all of  the lives lost, like hers, 

of  species across the world.
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 Her body began to get cold and stiff. Her breathing slowed and stopped. And the blood began to dry 

to that heavy, regretful burgundy.

 In those still, reverent moments, a slew of  cars had driven by on my quiet mountain road; it would 

seem that animals are mere speed bumps, obstacles to daily routine, and very much just afterthoughts. Time 

continued to pass and the world turned on while we both lay there, on the shoulder of  the road, lifeless and 

covered in blood (which was enough of  a disconcerting sight to warrant a call to the police, I suppose). 

 An officer pulled up as I gently closed her eyes with shaking fingers. He hopped out of  his truck, hand 

on his pistol, and asked what had happened. I tried to explain, through the exhausted and hiccupped breath 

that comes after sobbing. He looked me up and down, my biking attire and legs drenched in deer blood, as if  

asking if  I had lost my straightjacket.

 In one swift, insensitive, brutish motion, he nudged her body with his foot, declared her dead, grabbed 

her front legs, and dragged her, off  of  me, into the deeper brush on the side of  the road. He told me to go on 

with my day and “let it go” as he got into his truck and took off.

 I slowly stood up, still in shock from the whole experience and staring into the abyss of  flattened 

branches and sage that served as her coffin.

 Her doe eyes stay with me. Always. And haunt me every time I see a “hunter”—someone who 

intentionally causes this death and suffering. They call it “sport” or “population control.” I call it bullshit. 

Causing harm to animals, in any capacity, is unnecessary and should never be celebrated as entertainment or 

sport. 

 Rest in power, elegant doe, you goddess of  femininity. 
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Activism

This last weekend, simply for holding a sign inscribed with truth, complete strangers (mainly parents with 

small children) made these remarks to my fellow activists and me:

“Fuck off!”

         Ever clever.

 

“Eat a steak!”

 Unsure of  what that has to do with anything . . . but no, thank you. I choose to leave death and suffering off  of  my 

plate,

 forever. 

 

“Don’t talk to me, freak!”

         Kindness abounds.

 

“Get a job!”

         Thanks, I have three.

 

“Get a life!”

 Got one, and trust me, I would much rather be spending it elsewhere instead of  standing here, being harassed by strangers,

 trying to get you to recognize that animals are not ours to use for entertainment, fashion, research, food, and personal gain.

 

And my personal favorite:

“Hell naw, we don’t talk to none animal rights activists. We love to eat ’em. And put ’em on our walls.”

 I am not sure if  this fine gentleman was referring to my activist friends and me, or to the animals? The ambiguity is both

 entertaining and horrifying.

To be clear, I am a graduate student at an institution infamous for its massive animal testing operations. I 
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take my signs and my personal protests to campus—only to be faced with bureaucratic loopholes, and sad, 

sad campus police officers. It seems nothing will change until we actually find someone with some sort of  

empathy to run university affairs. For now, Biology 1010 classes continue to chop up cats “for science,” labs 

are busy dosing chemicals into rabbits’ eyeballs—just to see how bad it will burn and how quickly they will go 

blind—and scientists are intentionally infecting pigs, monkeys, rats, and beyond with every type of  disease and 

cancer we can think of. 

 I protest, therefore, not at all because I enjoy it. My chest tightens as soon as I grasp a poster and stand, 

ready or not, to be crucified by the completely foreign passersby. Because the moment you take up a cause 

that means something to you, at your core, and pick up a sign in a more active role, you become public enemy 

#1—especially if  it is within animal rights. We become “domestic terrorists.”

 People hate activists. People hate change—particularly when it comes to their daily, personal choices. 

But I protest because of  the one or two conversations that inspire me. And make this work worth it. There is 

the mother, holding both of  her children’s hands, slowly walking by and allowing the time and space for her 

offspring to feel the heaviness of  this truth—that the circus, or rodeo, abuses and exploits animals.

 You can feel that connection made in these young minds, with the cogs turning and bridges being built 

between the photographic evidence of  bruised and bloodied animals to the silly, stupid tricks or feats they are 

forced to perform. 

 It is these healthy, respectful, raw, authentic, illuminating, and truthful conversations that keep me 

showing up, sign in hand, with facts and dialogue at the ready. I do not feel that screaming at or shaming 

individuals is sustainable for change, particularly in the realm of  animal liberation. But, the least I can do, is 

educate, engage, and shine light on some of  the darkest and most common abuses in our culture today. 

Slaughterhouses and laboratories do not have windows for a very specific reason. People would change in an 

instant if  they experienced the truth. I hold a sign, rectangular in shape, as this make-shift window, hoping 

people will look in and see that animals are not ours to wear, eat, experiment on, or use for entertainment.

 I have chosen to devote much of  my life to being a voice for animals. I encourage you, with all that I 

am, to educate yourself. Seek those windows, break down those walls, and find truth. And whatever sign you 

pick up, in any capacity, do it with all of  your heart. Find a cause that makes you tick—animal liberation, or 

otherwise—and run at it with everything you’ve got.
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Ida/Sita/Thelma

Ida:

Nearly two years ago, Ida and I adopted/rescued one another. She is a cartoon character-esque coonhound 

who was found wandering around the Utah/Arizona border.

Dear Ida,

We celebrate you. And your species. And the absolute joy and magic you find in grass on hikes, or in sniffing 

human and canine genitals alike. You don’t discriminate. Though you have found a new love of  destroying 

blinds, and have an insatiable obsession with cat terrorism, I love you. And understand that instincts are there 

for a reason. I am sorry that every time I leave for class or work, it feels like ten years until I return. Time is 

fickle and unfair like that. I am also sorry that you had such a rough go at life there in the beginning. And that 

your previous “owners” obviously didn’t know the phenomena that you are. But, my little hound babe, rest 

assured that through all of  this shit, I am here to stay. As your mum, your human, fellow bed-dweller, or just 

the tall alien at the other end of  that damn leash. Whatever I may be, I feel lucky that you have chosen to trust 

me, even when other humans have given you every reason to never trust one of  my kind again.

 Ida, thank you for teaching me joy, patience, and self-care. And thank you for rescuing me.

 Here’s to many more years of  [not] tracking small mammals on our wilderness adventures, eating table 

scraps, and having pillow talks.

Love,

Your Dog Mom (the totally obsessed)

 

Sita:

Dust and blaring horns swirled throughout the busy market square. It felt like an assault to your senses: the 

harsh spices whipping through your nostrils; the vibrant saris hung to dry; the whimpering street dogs at your 

heels; mischievous macaques winding in and out of  windows; and the throngs of  human beings exchanging, 



interacting, moving in and out of  one another’s stalls, homes, shops.

 All of  this chaos was disrupted, however, by a scene most serene: a female Brahma cow taking a nap 

in the Himalayan foothill sun—I called her Sita. Rickshaws and motorcycles whizzed past her—and she didn’t 

bat an eyelash. This was her norm. Like many of  her street-cow counterparts. No green pastures—but urban 

spaces, busy markets, other earthlings, everywhere. But in these Hindu-saturated spaces, they are safe nomadic 

grazers, able to access water, and remain respected above many other creatures. Unlike in my country: home 

of  the “brave” and the hamburger.

 Some Indian communities deem these immense ruminant herbivores “trash cows” or “plastic cows” 

due to their diet consisting of  the refuse of  dense populations in lieu of  fresh grass or alfalfa (this situation 

being a byproduct of  increased development and globalization of  the spaces they occupy). The occasional 

passerby and well-wisher will bring an armful of  palm fronds or vegetables. Eyelashes are batted for these 

offerings.

 The cow is a symbol of  Hindu-Indian vitality and non-violence. The female gives more than she takes, 

in the form of  milk and ghee, and serves as a maternal and sacred figure in Hinduism.

 When I approached this particular trash cow, Sita, she turned slowly to me, with her gentle, feminine 

eyes. I crouched down below her and she put her nose to my knees. I began to scratch her chin and powerful 

jaw, and she relished this touch. It was in that moment that she became indistinguishable from my “companion 

animals” (cats and Ida) back at home. The way she leaned into these foreign, yet welcomed, embraces. I 

stayed with her for a while, and the locals would stop by and stare at this weird foreigner loving this cow—the 

occasional “snap” of  a picture phone would be taken. 

 There were also the occasional passersby who would approach her and, with cup to teat, take a squeeze 

and move along with their days. That felt the most foreign to me. This oddly causal, bordering sexual assault, 

gesture made me so uncomfortable. But, that may be due to my Western, vegan ethics. But I feel strongly about 

The Sexual Politics of  Meat. In that book it is argued that the reproductive capabilities of  all beings are not to be 

exploited. Ever.

 Cow’s milk is the lifeblood of  India. But, with globalization and the expansion of  American-induced 

factory farming and increased industrialization of  dairy practices, this lifeblood is beginning to be purged out 

of  its source—the mother cow—at an alarming rate, and in ways most violent.

 No mother or woman, of  any species, should ever be hooked to a machine that extracts their milk. 
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Reproductive and life-giving capabilities should never have turned into a product or profit.

 In the U.S., industrial dairy farms utilize standard procedures and “rape racks” in order to keep these 

female cows perpetually pregnant. We know this, as mammals, that our females do not produce milk unless 

lactating and in preparation for THEIR young. The newborn calves are ripped from their mothers mere hours 

after birth, as to deter bonds from forming and separation anxiety. The male calves are fed directly to the veal 

industry, kept in tiny boxes for a couple of  months and killed—while still babies—for their “tender” meat. The 

females grow up to be raped and milked, just like their mothers, until they are no longer “productive” and are 

then shipped off  to the slaughterhouse to be part of  the “beef ” treadmill of  destruction and horror.

 

Thelma:

Thelma is a “breeding sow,” or, a really large female pig—typically used for her reproductive capacity, and, 

when that season of  life has finished for her, she would then be reduced to “pork.” She was found, as a young 

forty-pound pig, running along the side of  a country road with her sister. They were from a breeding farm 

operation—and it seemed that they had liberated themselves, running from the terror that would have been 

their lives. Now? They live their happy, healthy, and safe life at Ching Farm Rescue and Sanctuary in Utah.

 

Dear Thelma,

 

I am so sorry.

 I am so deeply sorry that you live in a world where “bacon” is more popular and valued than you 

and your life. I am sorry that it has become fashionable to eat your flesh. And to put it in, on, and around 

everything Americans consume—even vegetables.

 I am sorry that industry standard is so vile and cruel. And that you were destined for a life spent in 

a gestation crate, meaning you would never be allowed to get up, move, or comfort your squealing piglets—

reduced to a feeding station for them. I am sorry that that is how you were raised. Never getting to know your 

mother or feel grass under your tiny hooves.

 I am so overwhelmed with gratitude and joy that you are here today. You are living out a happy, 

rejuvenating, and peaceful life at the Ching Sanctuary. I love the way you recognize your favorite volunteers. 

And the way you revel in having behind-your-ears scratched, just like my dog. Or when you roll your beautiful 
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and large body over, for a belly scratch. Just like my cat.

 I wish I could get all of  the “bacon lovers” to pause that thinking and come meet you. Face to face. 

You are so much more than a sausage. You are a living, breathing, thinking, feeling, loving creature of  this 

earth—just like all of  us humans.

 Here is to you, Thelma. And here is to your brothers and sisters, lost to the vile corporate monsters 

that continue to profit off  of  this mass systematic slaughter. Know that we are seeking change. And know that 

we must keep hoping. That this tide will shift. And that leaving death and suffering off  of  plates will eventually 

become a no-brainer decision to make.

 You are worthy of  life, Thelma. Thank you for fighting for it.

 

With gratitude,

 

Natalie

 These three female-bodied creatures are who form the foundation of  my feminism, veganism, and entire 

ethical backbone.

 However you interact with these beings, via “dairy,” “pork,” or “pet,” I ask you to think about these 

connections:

•Who is benefiting from speciesism or carnism?

•Why are Americans outraged by Chinese dog meat festivals, while they chow down their Big Macs?

•Why was Cecil the Lion the beloved and crucified?

•Why is one death a tragedy and a million just a statistic?

•Why do “animal lovers” eat animals?

 

These are questions I grapple with, every moment of  every day, while thousands of  lives are lost to factory 

farms, to “humane meat,” to overfishing, fast food, and to consumption.

 The tide is shifting, however. Progress is happening. But it takes all of  us to become conscious and 

fellow earthlings for this to happen. Therefore, I ask you to think about what keeps you hopeful, what keeps 

you persevering, and what can be done to change? 





The Auction
by Lauren Lockey
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I woke up to frantic text and phone messages about twenty horses being auctioned off  in twenty-four hours’ 

time. I thought immediately of  those creatures’ fire and longing desire for freedom and I went straight into ac-

tion. We didn’t have much money raised in our organization yet, but I was determined to generate as much as 

possible in one day. I called everyone I knew and relayed to them the emergency situation. These horses lives 

were in our hands, especially knowing “kill buyers” would be there—people who show up to auctions and pay 

as little as possible to only then turn around and make a profit for horse meat.

 Luckily though, through mostly family and friends, I was able to raise six hundred dollars. I gathered 

my head high, put on my invisible shield, and drove to West Jordan.

My love for horses started early. Nickel, my horse, was my life. Every day I was with him and I couldn’t wait 

to get there the next. I was nine years old and he could handle whatever mood I was in—just like my dog, 

Shamus, who was like a sister to me. I hated school in Ohio and my parents were divorced, but my mom would 

take me to the barn when I was with her and I could actually walk to the barn from my dad’s. Getting there 

was easy and it became my sacred space; Nickel, my pride and joy. 

 Those days I was riding a lot. I competed in dressage and jumping. I loved it! Especially the overnight 

shows because it was like I was sleeping in the stables. I would check on Nickel a few times a night to make sure 

he was okay. His happiness and comfort were most important. If  we didn’t do well in shows, it was a reflection 

of  me, not him. I loved him with all my heart and he could do no wrong.

 You often hear, “What is it with women and horses?” Here is my answer: horses are gentle yet have fire 

in their hearts. There is almost a sense of  longing deep down within that you can feel while with them. Maybe 

this spirit is what women connect with. That’s what I connected with and still do today. They are so present 

yet their eyes often feel lost in some far away place of  freedom and wildness.

I walked into the auction and the bleachers were surprisingly full with people talking about their day and other 

small chatter. But none of  that really interested me. The energy came from the small corals to my right; from 

the slamming of  gates and men slapping rumps, shouting: “Whoa, get in there!” The horses were sweating, 

unable to keep still, because fear was overcoming them. 

 My eyes filled with tears while watching because some of  them were less than a year old. Just babies. 

No mother to run to and find safety.
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 “Okay,” I told myself, “you have to do this.” So I found my spot in the bleachers and waited. A few 

people I knew beside me were there for the same reason: saving horses from being killed.

 Many people don’t know this, but horses are similar to dogs in that there are simply too many to 

support, and it’s so baffling that breeding, buying, and selling for profit still goes on in the horse world.

 The auctioneer’s voice then started over the loudspeaker and it was on! Someone had already pointed 

out to me the handful of  “bad guys” in the audience. So my head was constantly moving from the horse being 

auctioned to who was bidding. It felt like a race and I needed to win.

 Every time I saw one of  “them” bid, I’d bid just a little higher. Now, mind you, I had nowhere to take 

these horses if  I did end up with them. But I somehow trusted it would work just as long as I got them out of  

harm’s way.

Thinking back to Nickel, my heart filled with sadness when I had to give him up. Cutting ties with him 

to change schools in an unfamiliar place was one of  the hardest things I have ever been through. We had 

originally purchased Nickel for fifteen hundred dollars. But I gave him away for one dollar. That was the only 

way he could stay in the same barn and continue to be loved by a sweet little girl and her family.

 His life continued to be full of  adventure and admiration. It was the hardest but best decision ever 

made because the thought of  profit or making money back wasn’t involved. Nickel’s happiness was paramount 

and he was perfect to me in every way.

 There are so many perfect souls out there needing homes but, yet, we continue to breed for the certain 

bloodline—son of  some sire, show horse, race horse—for profit. Meanwhile the “others” get auctioned off  to 

slaughter. This also includes the roundup of  wild horses because they cannot compete with the cattle industry 

taking over their homeland. I let Nickel go to sweet hands only to later then find my beloved horse Kizmet. 

And this time I adopted him for one dollar.

 Riding does not interest me as much anymore. Seeing Kizmet happy in the pasture just being a horse 

is all I can ask for.

I ended up with four innocent beauties at the auction’s end. I took my number down to the desk and claimed 

my receipts. Two of  the horses would go to a nearby ranch and be well taken care of. But I wasn’t sure where 

I could take the other two—
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 Just then two kind souls came up asking about the buckskin and the bay. The boy saw a future with 

the buckskin and the girl was in love the bay. Luck was on our side: right then and there all four horses found 

loving homes. Eighteen horses walked out of  there safe that day.

 But somehow a few of  the others ended up in dirty hands. I didn’t realize this until I walked outside 

and saw four in the same corral. I looked up and a man was sitting on top of  the gate with four slips in his 

hand. He was one of  the kill buyers earlier pointed out to me in the crowd. I looked into the horse’s eyes and 

they knew. They stood together as far away from him as possible. 

 “How much would you be willing to take for them?” I asked. He looked at me, shook his head, and 

walked away. And I’m still so sorry I failed you.
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A passionate animal welfare advocate since childhood, Lauren Lockey grew up in southwestern Ohio. During 
these years she developed a fond admiration for animals of  all kinds, which influenced her decision to embrace 
a vegetarian and vegan lifestyle. This also led to her continuing volunteer work of  educating people on issues 
such as animal testing in labs and the Bovine Growth Hormone in dairy cows.
 Since relocating to Utah in 2002, Lauren has been active in local animal welfare issues through writing, 
public speaking, petitioning, promoting plant-based nutrition, and playing an integral role in horse rescue 
operations. Lauren is currently the executive director of  Sage Mountain: An Advocate for Farm Animals, and 
truly believes compassion begins with what we choose to eat each and every day.

Natalie Blanton is a vegan ecofeminist from the rural mountains of  Utah. She is currently pursuing a doctoral 
degree in environmental sociology at the University of  Utah. When she is not completely consumed by that 
stress monster, she can be found reading, getting responsibly lost in the mountains or across the globe, teaching 
sex education at the local jail, reluctantly protesting animal rights atrocities, making coffee, or selling books. 
Natalie lives in Salt Lake City, works as Director of  Communications for Sage Mountain: An Advocate for 
Farm Animals, and is a devout rescue dog mum.



Haley Morris currently lives, works, and plays in and around the Colorado Rocky Mountains. She finds taking 
photos to be energizing and therapeutic. Her favorite subjects are her nephews, her cats, and the occasional 
resident foxes. She gets as much joy from a six pack of  cheap beer on a sunny day as a pint of  craft brew with 
good company. She loves music, a raucous night dancing, iced coffee, her middle finger, and above all, her 
family.
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